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Temporal cues in videos provide important information for recognizing actions accurately. However, temporal-discriminative
features can hardly be extracted without using an annotated large-scale video action dataset for training. This paper proposes
a novel Video-based Temporal-Discriminative Learning (VTDL) framework in self-supervised manner. Without labelled data for
network pretraining, temporal triplet is generated for each anchor video by using segment of the same or different time interval
so as to enhance the capacity for temporal feature representation. Measuring temporal information by time derivative, Temporal
Consistent Augmentation (TCA) is designed to ensure that the time derivative (in any order) of the augmented positive is invariant
except for a scaling constant. Finally, temporal-discriminative features are learnt by minimizing the distance between each anchor
and its augmented positive, while the distance between each anchor and its augmented negative as well as other videos saved in the
memory bank is maximized to enrich the representation diversity. In the downstream action recognition task, the proposed method
significantly outperforms existing related works. Surprisingly, the proposed self-supervised approach is better than fully-supervised
methods on UCF101 and HMDB51 when a small-scale video dataset (with only thousands of videos) is used for pre-training. The
code has been made publicly available on https://github.com/FingerRec/VTDL.
Index Terms—self-supervised learning, temporal triplet, temporal consistent augmentation, temporal-discriminative representation
learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the usage of sensor-rich mobile devices increases rapidly,
video plays an important role as one of the communica-
tion carriers. To develop advanced video-understanding tech-
niques, action recognition become a fundamental issue. As
an information-intensive multimedia, the additional time di-
mension in videos make the task of action recognition more
challenging compared with image classification. With the help
of 3D convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [1], [2], [3] and
large-scale manually annotated video datasets, it has achieved
remarkable progress to learn discriminative spatio-temporal
representations from labeled videos for action recognition in
recent years. However, as video annotation requires additional
temporal segmentation, it is much more expensive and time-
consuming to annotate a large number of videos manually than
image.
Without a large-scale annotated dataset for training, self-
super-vised learning has been proposed recently to provide
human-labor-free supervision signal by defining a pretext task
from a set of unlabelled data for pretraining . In image
applications, pretext tasks in existing methods can be de-
fined by predicting the transformations [4], the patch orders
[5], [6], the missing information [7] and so on. Instead of
random initialization, by optimizing for these pretext tasks,
useful semantic features are extracted for down-stream vision
tasks. Though it has achieved great success in existing self-
supervised image representation learning methods [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], directly employing these methods for videos
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may not make good use of the temporal information which is
very important in video applications.
With the extra time dimension in videos, several related
pretext tasks are proposed by using the temporal charerteras-
tics, such as the frame order verification [13], frame order
prediction [14], spatio-temporal cubic puzzles [15], etc. While
most of these existing methods are developed by predicting or
reconstructing the temporal or spatio-temporal order of frames
or spatio-temporal cubics, temporal similarity as illustrated in
Figure 1(a) has hardly been considered in their representation
learning models. Without measuring temporal similarity, it
may be impossible to know whether the learnt features are
temporally discriminative or not.
To overcome the problems in existing methods, we pro-
pose a novel temporal-discriminative representation learning
method for self-supervised video action recognition. Without
labelled data for network pre-training, the proposed method
first generates temporal similar and dissimilar data to learning
discriminative features in time dimension. The idea of the
data augmentation step is shown in Figure 1(b). Since video
segments in different time intervals of a video clip can be
considered as distinct instances, temporal triplet is generated
by sampling temporally similar and dissimilar pairs as positive
and negative, respectively, with respect to an anchor video
segment. For the positive of an anchor, both the temporal
and spatial similarities between the positive and the anchor
are high as then are in the same time interval of the same
video clip. In this case, by extracting only the spatially
discriminative features (without temporally discriminative fea-
tures), the positive could already be close to the anchor. To
ensure that temporally discriminative features can be learnt, a
further data augmentation method namely Temporal Consistent
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of temporally similar and dissimilar pairs. (b) Illustration of the data augmentation idea in the proposed temporal-discriminative
representation learning method. In our work, temporal triplet is generated based on the observation that different time intervals of a video clip can be
considered as distinct instances with different feature representations. Measuring the temporal similarity by any-order time derivative, the proposed Temporal
Consistent Augmentation (TCA) reduces the spatial similarity of the positive pair, but maintains the temporal invariance except for a scaling constant.
Augmentation (TCA) is proposed by maintaining the time
derivative in any order invariant except for a scaling constant.
As a result, the positive in a temporal triplet after TCA is
temporally similar but spatially dissimilar to the anchor.
With the generated data, the proposed Video-based
Temporal-Discriminative Learning (VTDL) maximizes the
distance of the negative pair and minimizes the distance
of the positive pair after TCA. To enrich the diversity for
feature representation, different samples (inter-video) saved
in the memory bank are also treated as negatives temporally
dissimilar to the anchor in the embedding space. In summary,
the contributions of this work are as follows:
• We propose a novel self-supervised learning framework
namely Video-based Temporal-Discriminative Learning
(VT-DL) for action recognition.
• To learn temporal-discriminative representation, a tem-
poral triplet generation method is proposed based on the
observation that different time intervals of a video clip
can be considered as distinct instances with different
feature representations.
• To ensure temporal discriminative features (instead of
spatially discriminative ones) can be extracted, a Tem-
poral Consistent Augmentation (TCA) method is pro-
posed to reduce the spatial similarity of the positive
pair. Measuring the temporal similarity by any-order
time derivative, the proposed TCA maintains temporal
invariance except for a scaling constant.
• Extensive experimental results show that the proposed
VTDL significantly outperforms the state-of-the-arts on
publicly available benchmarks.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first introduce self-supervised represen-
tation learning in image and video domain in § II-A, then we
present a brief review of video action recognition in § II-B.
A. Self-supervised Representation Learning
Obtaining labeled data is very expensive while plentiful
unlabeled data are readily available. As a prominent un-
supervised representation learning paradigm, self-supervised
learning have drawn a lot of attention in these years. In image
domain, a lot of works try to learn semantic information
with predefined surrogate signal. For example, [4] utilizing
the rotation degree of image as surrogate and [16] reasoning
the relative positions between two image patches. Another
series of work [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] based on contrastive
learning and powerful data augmentation achieve remarkable
success on unsupervised representation learning. Contrastive
learning [17] aims at learning an instance embedding space
by measuring the similarities of sample pairs.
Recently, the research interest has been extended to video
domain. A majority of these works take advantage of the
temporal structure in videos. Early works usually learn tem-
poral information based on 2D CNN and focus on frame-by-
frame relation, such as verification of order [13], predicting
order [18]. Recently, with the development of 3D CNNs, the
pretext tasks focus more on spatio-temporal modeling, such
as keeping color-consistency [19] across frames or predicting
the clip order [14] and solving space-time cubic puzzles [15].
Another recently introduced novel objective function is feature
prediction, such as dense predictive coding [20] and video
cloze procedure [21]. Our work is closely related to TCN [22],
which first introduce contrastive learning in robotic dataset.
However, effective multi-view TCN generate positive pairs
from multiple viewpoints captured by robotic, which is not
suitable in video dataset. Although single-view TCN can be
extend to conventional video by generating positive pairs in a
small temporal gap around anchor, single-view TCN has very
weak performance even behind Shuffle & Learn [13].
Although these methods can handle temporal information by
solving the pretext tasks, the learned representation may lack
of temporal-discriminative ability. We address this problems
by introducing Data Augmentation, an important but under-
valued topic in video self-supervised learning. Especially, Our
proposed Temporal Consistent Augmentation also can be a
practical solution for learning temporal-discriminative video
representation in different supervision paradigm.
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Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed Video-based Temporal-Discriminative Learning, which includes three steps in one iteration: Step 1) Generating temporal
triplets for each video in a training batch; Step 2) Self-supervised learning with Temporal-Discriminative Loss for temporal-discriminative feature extraction
with a 3D Backbone Network; Step 3) Updating Anchor Memory Bank with anchor features in each training batch. (Lines in red denote dissimilarity while
lines in blue denote similarity. This figure is better viewed in color.)
B. Video Action Recognition
Video Action Recognition is a active area of vision research
and a variety of 2D and 3D methods have been proposed
[23]. Observing that 2D CNNs cannot directly exploit the
temporal patterns of actions, the 3D CNNs become more
popular recently [1], [3], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. These
works stack 3D convolutions to jointly model temporal and
spatial semantics. With the introduction of large action recog-
nition datasets (e.g., Kinetics), higher accurate and deeper 3D
video CNNs are possible to reach [2], [29], [30]. However,
the massive parameters of 3D CNNs make the initialization
become a serious problem. The common practice is either
random initialize [29] or inflated from 2D ImageNet pretrained
weight [1], which show very modest performance. Another
option is fully-supervised learning with large video datasets,
but the annotation and pretraining are very time-consuming
and expensive. In this work, we evaluate our proposed method
on four widely used 3D CNNs and show that they can be
further improved by unsupervised pretrain. As a result, our
method is an alternative option for video CNN pretrain and
more in line with practical scenarios.
III. VIDEO-BASE TEMPORAL-DISCRIMINATIVE LEARNING
In this section, we first present framework overview.
Then we describe generating strategy and data augmentation
used in temporal triplet. Finally, we introduce the temporal-
discriminative learning.
A. Framework Overview
The overall architecture of our method is showed in Figure
2. First, for each video xi in the unlabeled dataset D we
generate temporal triplet with novel augmentation by the
generator g. Next, we use the penultimate later of network
f to extract features from each generated temporal triplet and
then project the high-level feature maps into fix-length vector.
Based on these vectors, we use temporal-discriminative loss to
optimize f and save anchor feature of temporal triplet into the
memory bank. All these steps are iteratively performed until
convergence in completely unsupervised manner.
B. Generating Temporal Triplet.
To generate temporal similar/dissimilar pairs, we introduce
the concept of triplet [31] into our framework and propose
video-based Temporal Triplet. Each Temporal Triplet consist
of anchor, positive, and negative and all of them are 3D spatio-
temporal pieces cropped from a video. Specifically, for each
video xi in D, we first randomly crop one 3D spatio-temporal
piece, named as Anchor.
Positive: One possible technique to sample temporal sim-
ilar pair is treating another spatio-temporal piece temporally
nearby anchor as positive like TCN [22]. However, the tempo-
ral information may not stay similar enough between anchor
and positive even with pretty close timestamps, when intense
changes take place within a short time, for example, archery.
To avoid such ambiguity, the positive is cropped from the
same temporal but different spatial location as anchor, which
make sure that positive pairs can stay temporally similar but
be different in pixel-level.
Negative: In a video, negative are sampled from different
temporal interval with anchor but no requirement for spatial
location. The anchor and negative at least vary constant τ
timesteps. Formally,
|ta − tn| > τ (1)
where ta and tn is the begin timestamp of anchor and negative.
Intuitively, when the timestamp between anchor and negative
is close, the base model is encouraged to focus more on fine-
grained temporal information, since they have a high chance
to share similar even same spatial context. While with large
timestamp gap, the network may easily separate them apart
by different spatial object or context, which will damage the
temporal-discriminative representation learning. Therefore, the
choice of τ is quite important and the detail experiment is
given in § IV-D.
Basic Augmentation: Unfortunately, only generating tem-
poral similar/dissimilar pairs via above sampling strategy may
result in the base model easily distinguish temporal triple by
low-level trivial solution (such as Color, Edges, Objects). In or-
der to overcome this obstacle, Basic Augmentation (BA) is first
adopted to bring large visual variation in pixel-level for each
temporal triplet. Basic augmentation is type of transformation
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Fig. 3. The pipeline of data augmentation for Temporal Triplet generator. The flow grad of visualized samples shows that the positive pairs share similar
temporal cue while a big difference on pixel-level.
such as scale, occlusion, lighting, rotation or any combination
of them. In this paper, the basic augmentation setting is: A
224×224 pixel cropping is taken in a randomly resized video,
and then undergoes color jittering, random rotation. As the flip
or rotation with huge degree may confuse the visual temporal
cue (e.g., sit and stand up), we rotate the overall video with
small degree. In practice, the rotation not surpass 10 degree
is recommended.
C. Temporal Consistent Augmentation
To diversify the positives, the temporal information be-
tween origin and augmented should keep similar under same
measurement, time derivative. Inspired by the time derivative
invariant, we further proposed Temporal Consistent Augmen-
tation.
1) Time derivative invariant
The temporal information is ambiguous and hard to define.
In early hand-craft video features [32], [33], [34], the inter-
frame differences are used to provide useful indication of
motion. Along this line, time derivative can be used to measure
the variation in temporal information. In particular, video can
be considered as a space-time function I(x, y, t),the x and y
are the pixel index of each frame, t is the time dimension. It is
easily to prove that the time derivative stay consistent in any
order when addition or multiplication operations with constant
are applied into space-time function. Formally,
dk(αI(x, y, t) + (1− α)δ(x, y))
dtk
= α
dkI(x, y, t)
dtk
(2)
where α and δ denote a constant scaling factor of multipli-
cation operation and a function only depends on x and y for
addition operation. Therefore, the extra spatial context (image)
can be introduced into the space-time function (video) while
time derivative stay consistent in any order with a scaling
factor. In other words, the δ can be a static image and the
whole operation can be viewed as mixing up same image into
every frame of video. When an appropriate scaling factor is
chosen, the temporal cues can stay similar under dissimilar
spatial context. Furthermore, the optical flow measurements
of temporal triplet in Figure 3 can validate our assumption.
2) Temporal Consistent Augmentation
Based on above analysis, Temporal Consistent Augmenta-
tion introduce video cutout regularization and mixing up image
into every frame of positive to vary spatial content in pixels
while keep temporal pattern similar. Considering an video
xi in D with length L, we define 0-1 mask M and other
image frame N . The Temporal Consistent Augmentation can
be formalized as:
xˆji = (αx
j
i + (1− α)N )M, j ∈ [1, L] (3)
where α is uniform sampled from [0.5, 1] and xji is the jth
frame of xi. Both M and N have same spatial size as x0i .
Based on this formulation, we propose three instantiations
for Temporal Consistent Augmentation: i. Video Cutout: tak-
ing inspiration from [35], we randomly cutout one region by
zeroing theM at the selected region and set α to 1. ii. Internal
Mix: we set M to 1 for all elements and select one random
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frame from xi as N . iii. External Mix: we set M to 1 for all
elements and select N from another video xj , j 6= i.
Selecting mixed frame from inter- and intra- sample aims
at enriching the diversity of spatial context. In this paper, our
Temporal Consistent Augmentation is in a cascade of these
three data augmentations. The pipeline of data augmentation
used in temporal triplet and visualized samples are illustrated
in Figure 3.
D. Temporal-Discriminative Learning
1) Temporal-Discriminative Loss.
Inspired by the contrastive Loss [17] and triplet loss [31],
[36] from metric learning, we propose temporal-discriminative
loss to better leverage the online generated temporal triplet. It
is based on a naive idea that the feature of temporally similar
samples should keep closer to each other. Suppose we have
an unlabeled dataset D with N samples {x1, ..., xN}, their
high-level representation {v1, ..., vN} are generated by the
embedding function vi = fθ(xi), where fθ is a deep network
with parameter θ, mapping video x to feature vector v. The
temporal-discriminative loss can be written as:
L =
N∑
i=1
−log d(v
a
i , v
p
i )
d(vai , v
p
i ) + d(v
a
i , v
n
i ) +
∑
j 6=i d(v
a
i , v
a
j )
(4)
where d is a similarity measure function, which can be
implemented as euclidean distance or inner product, and
{vai , vpi , vni } denote the feature vectors of temporal triplet
sampled from video xi. This loss makes sure that, given
a temporal triplet {xai , xpi , xni } generated from same video
sample xi, the anchor’s projection vai is closer to the positive
point’s projection vpi than the negative one v
n
i (intra-video)
or vaj (inter-video). Note that the anchor points from different
sample are also regarded as negative pair, which enrich the
diversity of temporally dissimilar pairs. Only using the anchors
of distinct sample to construct inter-video contrast is a trade-
off between computational overhead and optimization. In this
way, the intra-video and inter-video negative pairs encourage
the network to pay more attention to temporal content.
2) Memory Bank.
From equation 4, all anchor features should be available at
any time to generate negative pairs for temporal discriminative
learning. However, as N become larger, saving all anchor
features into memory is expensive and not practical. One
possible alternative is computing temporal-discriminative loss
in each mini-batch as in [9], but this technique highly relies
on graphics memory, which is not feasible for video. Another
option is using memory bank with fixed size to save features
[11], which is considered in this paper.
For each iteration, we generate triplets for each mini-
batch and treat all these features saved in the memory bank
as negative. And then we compute temporal-discriminative
loss as Eq. 4 and update the backbone network by back-
propagation. After that, we replace the earliest feature in
memory bank with anchor features in current mini-batch. Un-
fortunately, in this way the anchor features saved in memory
are generate via inconsistent parameter, which is instability
and may bring noise during training. One reasonable technique
Algorithm 1 Video-based Temporal-Discriminative Learning.
input: unlabeled dataset with size N , network parameter
fθt , history network parameter fθt′ , smoothing coefficient
hyperparameter m, temporal triplet generator g, distance
measure function d, anchor memory bank B with size K.
Initialize: Random Initialization B
for each sample {xk}Nk=1 do
# generate triplet
xak, x
p
k, x
n
k = g(xk)
# compute anchor feature with history network
vak = fθt′ (x
a
k)
vpk = fθt(x
p
k)
vnk = fθt(x
n
k )
# embedding learning
L =∑Ni=1−log d(vak ,vpk)d(vak ,vpk)+d(vak ,vnk )+∑Kj=1 d(vai ,Baj )
update networks fθt to minimize L
# update memory bank
drop the earliest anchor feature in the memory bank
B
save anchor feature vak in the memory bank B
# weight-averaged
fθt′ = mfθt′ + (1−m)fθt
end for
return encoder network fθt′
to ease this problem is weight-averaged updating the network
[37], [11]. Inspired by these methods, we compute negative
and positive with newest network but compute anchor with
moment averaged network. The main algorithm is illustrated
at Algorithm 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first describe the datasets in § IV-A.
Then the implementation details and experimental settings are
illustrated in § IV-B. The results of comparison with state-
of-the-art methods are reported in § IV-C. Finally, a series of
ablation studies are studied in § IV-D.
A. Datasets
The self-supervised training are performed on three datasets:
UCF101 consists of 13,320 manually labeled videos from 101
action categories. It has three train/test splits and each split
has around 9,500 videos for training and 3,700 videos for
test. HMDB51 is a realistic and challenging dataset whose
action categories mainly differ in motion rather than static
poses. It consists of 6,766 manually labeled clips from 51
categories and three train/test splits. Kinetics has 400 human
action classes with more than 400 clips for each class. The
validation set of Kinetics consists of about 20k video clips.
B. Implementation Details and Settings
1) Networks
We first experiment on traditional C3D [38]. To further
demonstrate the generality of our method, we also employ
large networks include R3D [29], R(2+1)D [30] and I3D [1] as
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Fig. 4. Projection Head: consists of spatiao-temporal feature fusion layers
and MLP.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF OUR VTDL WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART 2D/3D CNN
BASED METHODS ON UCF101 AND HMDB51. THE FIRST LINE REPORT
THE RESULT OF 2D CNN BASED METHOD WHILE THE SECOND LINE IS
BASED ON 3D CNN.
Method UCF101(%) HMDB51(%)
Shuffle&Learn[13] [ECCV, 2016] 50.2 18.1
VGAN [39] [NeulPS, 2016] 51.1 -
OPN [40] [ICCV, 2017] 56.3 22.1
ST-puzzle [15] [AAAI, 2019] 60.6 28.3
Skip-Clip [ICCV, 2019] 64.4 -
Statistical [41] [CVPR, 2019] - 32.6
Clip Order [14] [CVPR, 2019] 65.6 28.4
VCP [21] [AAAI, 2020] 68.5 32.5
VTDL 73.2 40.6
VTDL (Kinetics) 75.5 43.2
baselines. All these 3D backbone contain global avg pooling
(GAP) layer before final fully-connected (FC) layer. During
self-supervised pre-train, we replace GAP and FC layer with
our Projection head for self-supervised learning which will be
described in next subsection.
2) Projection
In this paper, we adopt four types of 3D CNN as the
backbone encoder and each network has different dimension
of the output. The Projection head of self-supervised learning
on Kinetics is shown at Figure 4, which consist of spatio-
temporal feature aggregation layers and non-linear MLP. We
adopt L2 normalization at the end of projection as same as
[8]. Considering the massive parameters of both temporal
convolutional layer and MLP, we replace the first part with
global average pooling layer on small size HMDB51 and
UCF101 to prevent overfitting. Besides, we apply one fully-
connected layer with fixed-dimensional output (128-D) rather
than MLP after the first part.
3) Evaluation
The goal of our self-supervised task is to learn a temporal-
discriminative representation with well generalization for
downstream action recognition task. For this purpose, the
evaluation of our self-supervised method consists of two
essential steps:
Step 1: Self-supervised Pretrain. We use SGD as our
optimizer. The SGD weight decay is 5e-4 and the SGD
momentum is 0.9. For all datasets, we use a mini-batch in
size of 64 on 4 GPUs, and an initial learning rate of 0.01. The
total epochs is 50 and the learning rate goes down to 1/10
TABLE II
ABLATION STUDY OF TEMPORAL-DISCRIMINATIVE LOSS ON UCF101 AND
HMDB51.
Method UCF101 HMDB51
Scratch 63.3 26.2
Removing Inter-video Contrast 68.2 32.6
Removing Intra-video Contrast 70.4 35.5
Temporal Discriminative Loss 72.7 41.2
+ Data Augmentation 82.3 52.9
TABLE III
ABLATION STUDY OF DATA AUGMENTATION FOR TEMPORAL TRIPLET ON
UCF101 AND HMDB51. BA MEANS BASIC AUGMENTATION.
BA Video Cutout Ext- Mix Int- Mix UCF101 HMDB51
- - - - 72.7 41.2
X - - - 74.3 43.7
X X - - 75.4 44.6
X - X - 77.4 46.3
X - - X 81.2 51.5
X X X - 78.5 47.6
X - X X 81.9 52.4
X X X X 82.3 52.9
every 10 epochs. We train our method on split 1 of UCF101
and HMDB51, train set for kinetics. Notice use all dataset
as training set lead to better result. The smoothing coefficient
hyperparameter m is 0.99 as default and d is inner product as
in [11]. For each clip, we randomly sample 16 frames with
temporal stride 4, and spatially resize these frames as 224 ×
224 pixels. We also explore the influence of temporal stride
in § IV-D.
Step 2: Transfer of Learned Representations. After
finishing the pretrain stage, we use our learned parameters
to initialize the 3D CNNs for downstream action recognition,
while the last fully connected layer is randomly initialized.
During the fine-tuning and testing period, we follow the
same protocol in [1] to provide a fair comparison. We apply
random spatial cropping and flip horizontal to perform data
augmentation.
In § IV-C, to make thorough comparison with state-of-the-
art methods, we follow the common setting in [15], [19], the
input video clip is 16 consistence frames with size 112×112.
The final accuracy is obtained by mean average of all these
clips with slide window stride 8. We pretrain on split 1 of
UCF101 and fine-tune on all 3 splits of HMDB51/UCF101.
In § IV-D, to compare with ImageNet pretrained model
and existing fully supervised methods, we follow common
experiment setting [1], [2] and fine tune on 64 frame clip with
spatial size 224 × 224. The final result is averaged by 10
clips that selected by sliding window with step 16. We carry
out experiments on UCF101 and HMDB51 and the backbone
we used is the deep and powerful I3D [1].
C. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
In this experiment, we evaluate the proposed framework
against the recent state-of-the-art 2D/3D CNN based self-
supervised solution on the datasets HMDB51 and UCF101.
We report the average classification over 3 splits. For fair
comparison, all 3D CNN based method adopt same C3D as
backbone. The results are summarized in Table I. It can be
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT BACKBONES ON UCF101 AND HMDB51.
Method Pretrain UCF101 HMDB51
C3D - 59.4 22.7
C3D VTDL 73.8 (14.6↑) 46.6 (27.9↑)
R3D-50 - 60.7 25.1
R3D-50 VTDL 78.4 (17.7↑) 49.1 (24↑)
I3D - 63.3 26.2
I3D VTDL 82.1 (18.8↑) 52.9 (26.7↑)
R(2+1)D-50 - 65.4 26.8
R(2+1)D-50 VTDL 84.9 (19.5↑) 52.5 (25.7↑)
noticed that 3D CNN based methods outperform 2D based a
lot.
Besides, we can draw the following conclusions from the
evaluation results: i. The performance of VTDL is 73.2%
on UCF101 and 40.6% on HMDB51 with same experiment
setting, which outperforms 3D CNN based solution by a large
margin. The model pretrained with our VTDL beats the state-
of-the-art from VCP [21] by 4.7% on UCF101 and 8.1 on
HMDB51. ii. With preforming self-supervised pretrain with
more large Kinetics, our VTDL leads to better results. The
result prove that our self-supervised learning technique has a
good generalization ability.
D. Ablation Study
In this section, a series of ablation studies are first performed
to understand the importance of each component of temporal-
discriminative loss and data augmentation. Next, we explore
the relative performance improvement of backbone and two
hyperparameters in VTDL: the time constant τ and the tempo-
ral sampling stride. Finally, we study the Benefit of additional
unlabeled data.
1) Temporal-Discriminative Loss
To demonstrate the effectiveness of each component in
Temporal-Discriminative Loss, we train several baseline mod-
els without any data augmentation by removing inter-video
contrast (item
∑
j 6=i d(v
a
i , v
a
j ) in equation 4) and intra-video
contrast (item d(vai , v
n
i ) in equation 4). Experiment results are
reported in Table II. Based on these results, we make two
observations: i. Learning without inter-video contrast or intra-
video contrast, the recognition performance compared with
Scratch is consistently improved, which evidences that doing
contrast on temporal triplet is a powerful way for video self-
supervised learning. ii. VTDL achieve 82.3% on UCF101 and
52.9% on HMDB51 when all the components are integrated,
showing that using data augmentation to diversify temporal
triplet is still a plus even with strong temporal-discriminative
learning.
2) Data Augmentation
In this experiment we explore the effectiveness of four types
data augmentation methods. The results of this controlled
experiment are shown in Table III. We observe Basic Aug-
mentation improved the representation ability of Scratch on
both datasets. Also, each component in Temporal Consistent
Augmentation is effective and the Internal Mix achieve about
7% improvement on UCF101 and 8% on HMDB51. The best
result is obtained by the combination of all these augmentation
Fig. 5. Comparisons the performance of different hyperparameter on three
datasets. Left: The timestamp τ between anchor and negative. Right: The
interval of temporal sampling.
Fig. 6. The evaluation accuracy on UCF101 and HMDB51 with VTDL or
fully supervised learning pretrain with Kinetics dataset.
techniques. This result indicates that the idea of introducing
extra spatial context is feasible and effective for video datasets
to learn temporal-discriminative representation.
3) Backbone.
The relative model capacities of base feature extractor can
impact the final transfer performance. To study this behavior,
we fix the training samples and vary the architecture of the
feature extractor as follows: (a) shallow C3D. (b) R3D-50. (c)
I3D. (d) R(2+1)D-50 model. From Table IV, we observe a
consistent improvement of 2% - 3% when a higher capacity
model was used as base CNNs. This results is intuitive and
indicates that a higher capacity base encoder yields richer
visual features for VTDL and thus improves the transfer
learning performance.
4) Hyperparameter.
To study how varying the time constant τ and the temporal
stride of input video clip effects VTDL, we fix other settings
and vary the number of τ or temporal stride in Step 1. The
results of Step 2 on HMDB51 are reported in Figure 5. From
Figure 5 (a), we observe that the best performance is obtained
with τ = 2 on UCF101 and HMDB51 but τ = 4 on Kinetics,
considering the average video length of Kinetics is several
times larger than the others datasets. Choosing appropriate
TABLE V
COMPARISON WITH FULLY-SUPERVISED LEARNING ON UCF101 AND
HMDB51.
Method Pretrain Data UCF101 HMDB51
Scratch - 63.3 26.2
ImageNet [1] ∼ 14m labeled image 84.1 47.6
UCF101 [1] ∼ 9k labeled video - 49.7
Kinetics [1] ∼ 220k labeled video 94.6 74.5
VTDL (HMDB51) ∼ 4k unlabeled video - 47.3
VTDL (UCF101) ∼ 9k unlabeled video 82.4 52.9
VTDL (Kinetics) ∼ 220k unlabeled video 84.8 55.4
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Fig. 7. Visualization of the generated temporal triplets.
time constant τ is important, the temporally closer negative
clip share more common spatial context with a high probability
as long as they are not very drastic action. Figure 5 (b) shows
the result of different temporal stride during training. As the
larger temporal stride, the top-1 accuracy performance (%)
is increasing, since bigger temporal stride for a fixed video
implies reducing more appearance similarity between adjacent
frames. However for some short video, too large temporal
stride may lead to unnatural actions, caused by that sampled
timestamp suppress the length of whole video and loop from
beginning again. For example, the performance drop a lot
when temporal stride is large than 6.
5) Benefit of additional unlabeled data
In this section we explore the effect of using different
amounts of unlabeled data and compare with fully super-
vised learning. For fair comparison, unlabeled samples class-
balanced selected from Kinetics are used to train a network
under VTDL with fixed number of training epochs. The
relative performance on HMDB51 and UCF101 are shown
in Figure 6. It suggests that using the more and diverse data
is beneficial during self-supervised training, even each sample
are seen fewer times. We also observe that our VTDL leads
to better performance than fully supervised learning when the
datasets are less than 10 thousands. This experiment clearly
demonstrate the utility of our approach in pretrain with limited
training samples.
Furthermore, we also report the result of fully-supervised
pretrained with different source of data in Table V. Our method
not only suppress the ImageNet pretrained model but also
UCF101 pretrained model. The effectiveness on all datasets
demonstrate our method is not sensitive to the domain of
unlabeled dataset. What’s interesting is that even without new
unlabeled data available, VTDL on the same dataset still
outperforms Scratch by a large margin. It suggests that our
VTDL can indeed learn some useful temporal information that
are ignored by supervised learning with Cross-entropy loss.
V. TEMPORAL TRIPLET VISUALIZATION
Figure 7 visualizes the generated temporal triplets by our
method. Specifically, we randomly select some videos with
temporal stride 4 on UCF101. We make two remarks for these
generated triplets. First, we notice that positive has huge ap-
pearance difference with anchor but maintain the same motion
information, that is, we can also observe positive describe the
identical motion pattern with the anchor. Second, we observe
that negative contain similar background with anchor but large
difference in motion pattern. In summary, temporal reasoning
and insensitivity to appearance are crucial for video-based self-
supervised learning based on the effectiveness of VTDL.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a general framework, Video-
based Temporal-Discriminative Learning (VTDL), for self-
supervised video representation learning, which is scalable
and without any restrictions on model architectures, source
of data, and forms of supervision. The keys of boosting
performance in VTDL are the online generated temporal
triplet and Temporal Consistent Augmentation (TCA), which
improve the data diversity of video dataset and help the model
learn temporal-discriminative representation. The experimental
result shows that VTDL outperform prior self-supervised tasks
and can match or improve the performance of networks trained
on supervised data. However, we intuitively regard different
temporal window as different instance without considering
complex characteristics of motion, such as periodic action,
which could be improved by our further exploration. Our code
are also publicly available hoping boosting the development
of the community.
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